Population: 375 people over 70 years old (mean age 79 years, 51% male) with low educational levels (9% illiterate, 26% with no formal education, 38% with incomplete primary education, and 38% with at least primary school education). Exclusions: visual or auditory impairment, non-completion of the neuropsychological tests, not living in the community.
Test: Prueba Cognitiva de Leganés (PCL). The PCL has 32 items testing orientation and memory with a global score ranging from 0 (best score) to 32 (worst score). Outcomes: Sensitivity and specificity of the PCL.
MAIN RESULTS
The neurologists diagnosed 42 people with AACD (11.2%) and 33 people with dementia (8.8%). With a cut off point of (22 for diagnosing dementia, the Prueba Cognitiva de Leganés (PCL) gave 93.9% sensitivity and 94.7% specificity. The likelihood ratio for a positive result was 17.85 and the likelihood ratio for a negative result was 0.06. With a cut off point of (26 for diagnosing AACD dementia, the PCL gave 80% sensitivity and 84.3% specificity. The likelihood ratio for a positive result was 5.1 and the likelihood ratio for a negative result was 0.24.
CONCLUSIONS
The sensitivity and specificity of the PCL for diagnosis of dementia in people with low educational level was better than that reported for similar screening tests. The PCL is less accurate for diagnosis of AACD/dementia than for dementia alone. 
Commentary
T he authors have developed a simple cognitive screening test for the presence of dementia, aiming for it to have a particular application in populations with limited education. In their paper they establish its validity in an older Spanish population. They are right to identify the avoidance of educational as well as cultural bias as a particular challenge. In their otherwise comprehensive review of existing dementia screening assessments designed or adapted for use in low education populations, they omit the most directly comparable assessment-the Community Screening Instrument for Dementia (CSI'D').
1 2 This shares many characteristics with the PCL. It was developed with a view to minimising educational bias, and avoided items requiring reading, writing, or arithmetical ability. The CSI'D' has an informant interview component as well as a cognitive screening test, but the cognitive test can be administered on its own with a validated cut off point for the identification of dementia.
The main advantage of the PCL is its simplicity and ease of administration. By limiting assessment to items testing memory and orientation it can be administered in an average of only 11 minutes. CSI'D' takes longer than this, but covers more domains of cognitive ability. However, the focus upon memory and concentration is an efficient approach to screening for dementia; more detailed cognitive assessment can be undertaken in a second phase. The PCL therefore shows promise, but it remains to be seen if its favourable validity coefficients generalise to low education populations in the developing world. Most Leganés residents had some formal education and only 9% were illiterate. In our experience, significant educational bias is an ineradicable feature of cognitive test based screening assessments; only inclusion of informant reports provides a partial remedy. 3 The analyses presented do not exclude the possibility that PCL is educationally biased; this would have required the demonstration that within strata-defined by the gold standard diagnosis-the PCL was not associated with level of education.
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